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1.   Name and Qualifications 
 
 
1.1 I am Julie Thomas and I am employed as Head of Planning and Local 

Development by the Borough Council of Wellingborough, where I have 
responsibility for the range of functions delivered through the Planning and 
Local Development Service. These are Housing, Development Management, 
Planning Policy, Economic Development, Regeneration, Engineering, Local 
Land Charges and Environmental Health. 
 

1.2 The Council is a 2nd tier authority, which serves a population of around 76,000 
residents and a substantial number of other people who visit the borough for 
work, education and leisure. 
 

1.3 I hold the following professional qualifications a BSc Hons in Building 
Surveying, Diploma in Town & Country Planning, a Diploma in Management 
Studies, a Certificate in Professional Planning Studies, a HNC in Building 
Surveying, a HNC in Town & Country Planning, an ONC in Planning, 
Cartography & Surveying. 
 

1.4 I started work in local government in 1980 before leaving to join the private 
sector in 1998 and then returning to local government in 2012.   
I have been employed at the Council since October 2012, initially as a 
Development Management Officer and then as Head of Planning and Local 
Development since December 2013.  
 

1.5 I have the responsibility of leading the delivery of the growth and regeneration 
agenda, particularly facilitating the Sustainable Urban Extensions (SUE’s) of 
Wellingborough East (Stanton Cross) and Wellingborough North (Glenvale 
Park).  
 

1.6 I am the lead officer and the Council’s representative on the Chief Planning 
Officers’ group, the North Northamptonshire Joint Planning Unit (NNJPU) and 
the North Northamptonshire Joint Delivery Unit (NNJDU), ensuring that 
Wellingborough’s interests are represented in the sub-region and articulated in 
the JCS- part 1 of Wellingborough’s Local Plan which has been reviewed to 
conform to the NPPF. 
 

1.7 In addition, I am responsible for leading the review of the Plan for the Borough 
of Wellingborough (Part 2 of our Local Plan) which provides the overarching 
spatial planning policy document for the future development of the Borough 
over the next 20 years. 
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2. Declaration 
 
2.1 I confirm that my evidence includes all facts which I regard as being relevant 

to the opinions which I have expressed and that attention has been drawn to 
any matter which would affect the validity of those opinions.  

 
2.2 I confirm that my duty to the Inspector and the Secretary of State as an expert 

witness overrides any duty to those instructing or paying me, that I have 
understood this duty and complied with it in giving my evidence impartially and 
objectively, and that I will continue to comply with that duty as required.  

 
2.3 I confirm that I am not instructed under any conditional arrangement. 
 
2.4 I confirm that I have no conflicts of interest of any kind other than those 

disclosed in my evidence.  
 

3. Scope of Evidence 

 
3.1 My evidence relates to the strategic importance of the development site, to the 

ambitions of the Council’s objectives and vision for the area, including: an 
explanation of the strategic importance of the scheme;  

3.1.1 An explanation of the significance of the scheme to Wellingborough and 
its contribution to the partnership of the joint planning of North 
Northamptonshire;  

3.1.2 measures taken to negotiate with interested parties in assembling the 
land for delivery; 

3.1.3 decision to make the Compulsory Purchase Order (CPO), resolutions 
and reports;  

3.1.4 providing the Council’s reply to the different elements of the objection to 
the CPO; and 

3.1.5 My conclusions on the need for the CPO to facilitate this important 
scheme. 

3.2 In addition to the above, the Council’s case at the Inquiry will be supported by 
evidence relating to planning and planning policy aspects by Mrs Erica 
Buchanan (Assistant Principal Development Manager at the Council) and Mr 
Mark Rose of Define.  Property issues will be supported by Mr Andrew Cook of 
Lambert Smith Hampton who has acted as the Council’s property advisor on 
this CPO. Highways matters will be supported by Mr Ronald Henry of Peter 
Brett Associates. 
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4. Strategic Importance of Stanton Cross 

 

Regional Context 

4.1 Wellingborough is located in the county of Northamptonshire in the East 
Midlands, central to Cambridge (in the east) and Oxford (to the west). The 
borough benefits from good communication links.  Access to the national 
motorway and trunk-road network is provided by the M1 to the west, the A14 
to the north and the A45 providing connection to the national and international 
road network. 

4.2 The borough of Kettering forms the borough of Wellingborough’s northern 
boundary, the district of East Northamptonshire to the east, Northampton and 
Daventry to the west and the county of Bedfordshire and Milton Keynes forms 
the southern boundary. Owing to the location of the borough to the strategic 
transport network many people who live in the borough commute to work.  The 
census 2011 shows that Wellingborough experiences out commuting and 
approximately 16,956 of Wellingborough residents commute outside the 
borough for work - most travelling to Northampton.  

 
4.3 Wellingborough has a mainline railway station, which provides frequent direct 

trains to London St Pancras International (current journey time approximately 
45 minutes) and a wide range of destinations north including Nottingham 
(current journey time 1 hour), Derby, Leicester and Sheffield. The government 
has proposed a major upgrade of this line, which will see the electrification of 
the line from Bedford one stop south through to Sheffield and Nottingham in 
the north. The element north of Bedford to Kettering and Corby is scheduled to 
be completed by 2019. 

 

Sub- Regional Context 

4.4 The SUE proposals were developed following a Public Inquiry from January 
1996 to May 1996. During the Inquiry, the Inspector redirected plans for 
housing development for largely greenfield land and proposed that it be added 
to an employment site designated on land to the east of Wellingborough. In 
conjunction with these proposals a major residential development would 
create a significant urban extension for the town, increasing its size by more 
than a quarter. 

 
4.5 The Councils of Corby, Kettering, Wellingborough and East Northamptonshire 

together with Northamptonshire County Council (NCC) have worked together 
to prepare the overarching strategic planning strategy for the area and deliver 
the requirement of the Regional Strategy. The Core Spatial Strategy (CSS) – 
(CD13) was adopted in June 2008. The CSS plans for a step-change in 
delivering growth in homes and jobs with an urban focused development 
framework. The SUE’s in the growth towns (which Wellingborough is one of) 
are key elements to delivering the overall strategy.  
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4.6 Wellingborough East (Stanton Cross) and Wellingborough North (Glenvale 
Park) are the two SUE’s planned for Wellingborough. The SUEs were 
identified in the CSS following a review of all potential growth sites around the 
towns in an Urban Extensions Study (Oct 2005) (CD14). The key principles for 
the development of the SUEs are set out in Policy 16 of the CSS (CD13) 

4.7 The adopted CSS has been reviewed to create a Joint Core Strategy (JCS) 
which takes account of progress and plans forward to 2031. The review is also 
responding to the Governments reforms of the planning system, including the 
National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF) and the revocation of Regional 
Plans.  Upon its adoption the revised JCS will supersede the CSS in its 
entirety.  

4.8 The JCS takes forward many aspects of the CSS, including the emphasis on 
securing better infrastructure and services; the concentration of new 
development within the growth towns and connected settlements forming the 
urban spine of the area; and the vision for an enhanced framework of green 
infrastructure, housing and employment targets, while lower than in the 
previous plan, remain high. This reflects the ambitions of the partner 
authorities and the major commitments that exist for development, particularly 
at the SUEs. The SUEs remain a key focal point for delivery of the plan.  

4.9 A Pre-Submission Plan of the JCS (CD21) was consulted on from 26 January 
to 9 March 2015. Focused changes to the Pre-Submission Plan (CD22) were 
consulted on from 15 June to 27 July 2015. The plan was then submitted for 
examination on 31 July 2015. The examination hearings were held from 17 to 
27 November 2015 and it is currently anticipated that the plan will be adopted 
in 2016. 

 4.10  In addition to these policies a North Northamptonshire Joint Delivery Unit 
(NNJDU) was set up in 2015, working in the same way as the North 
Northamptonshire Joint Planning Unit (NNJPU) across all four boroughs to 
help deliver the SUE’s in line with the JCS. 

Local Context 

4.11 There will be two documents that form the Local Plan for Wellingborough. The 
JCS represents ‘Part 1’. The Council has started work on the Plan for the 
Borough of Wellingborough (PBW), which will comprise ‘Part 2’. An issues and 
options consultation took place between January and March 2015. 
Consultation on an emerging draft of the Plan for the Borough of 
Wellingborough is due to take place during April 2016 (CD23).   
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5. Significance of the scheme  

5.1 The Stanton Cross Scheme is a mixed-use development providing 3,750 
residential units, industrial and commercial development, a new town park, 
new public-transport interchange at the railway station, two new primary 
schools, a neighbourhood centre, small retail units and community facilities 
such as a community hall and doctors surgery.  

5.2 The Station Island North Scheme as well as facilitating mixed-use 
development, provides a principal transport route through the development via 
Route 9, linking the development to the surrounding highway network.  The 
Stanton Cross Scheme (including the Station Island North Scheme) will be 
built to a high standard of design that will encourage a sense of pride in living 
and working within Stanton Cross. 

5.3 From the outset of the development of proposals for Wellingborough East, the 
Council placed a significant emphasis on community involvement and 
consultation.  From 2001 a number of public consultation events, workshops 
and exhibitions were undertaken to gather views of the local residents and 
businesses, both by the Council and Bovis Homes Ltd (Bovis).  Feedback from 
these events helped to shape the proposals put forward by Bovis as the 
developer.  

5.4 The outline planning application (WP/2004/0/0600/O) for the Stanton Cross 
scheme was approved by the Council on 8 March 2006 with consent issued 
once the s106 agreement had been finalised on 28 January 2008.  The details 
of the planning application/history are given in the evidence statement of Mrs 
Erica Buchanan. (CD37)  

5.5 Overall, the Council and Bovis aim to create at Stanton Cross no fewer than 
3,750 new dwellings, industrial and commercial development, a new town 
park, new public transport interchange at the railway station, two new primary 
schools, a neighbourhood centre, small retail units and community facilities 
such as a community hall and doctors surgery.  

5.6 The Station Island North Scheme forms part of Bovis’s proposals for Stanton 
Cross and has been identified by the Council as the best means by which to 
meet the Council's adopted planning objectives for the area. 

5.7 The Order Land comprises an important part of a comprehensive development 
programme for the Stanton Cross Scheme.  A CPO was made by the Council 
to secure an earlier phase of the Stanton Cross Scheme ("the Stanton Cross 
Infrastructure Scheme"). This CPO, known as the Borough Council of 
Wellingborough (Stanton Cross Infrastructure) Compulsory Purchase Order 
2012, (CD41) was made by the Council on 16 April 2012 and confirmed by the 
Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government on 30 November 
2012.  
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5.8 The Council is promoting this CPO in partnership with Bovis, with whom the 
Council has concluded an indemnity agreement in relation to the costs of 
promotion of the CPO, including land acquisition and compensation costs.  

5.9 Whilst Bovis has been able to secure, by agreement, the vast majority of the 
land and interests required to facilitate implementation of the Station Island 
North Scheme, it has not been able to purchase all of the land and interests 
necessary. The Council has therefore made the CPO to enable the 
outstanding land and interests to be acquired compulsorily.  

5.10 The land and interests to be acquired by the Council compulsorily pursuant to 
the Order (assuming the Order is confirmed) will be purchased by Bovis from 
the Council subsequently, so that Bovis has possession and control of all the 
land and interests in land required to enable the Station Island North Scheme 
to be implemented. The Council considers that, in line with the requirements of 
the enabling power, the land proposed to be compulsorily acquired will 
facilitate the comprehensive redevelopment of the Order Land in a manner 
which will positively contribute to the improvement of the economic, social and 
environmental wellbeing of the Stanton Cross Scheme and the wider borough.  

5.11 This can be evidenced by considering the current status of the Order Land as 
described in section 6 of Mr Cook’s evidence statement (CD38a) and the 
benefits with the planning application that the scheme will deliver for the 
locality, as explained in Mr Rose’s evidence statement (CD39a).  

5.12 The Order does not relate to the interests of Network Rail Infrastructure 
Limited (as these have already been secured by agreement by Bovis), nor 
other interests already secured by Bovis. The CPO does not affect mines or 
minerals interests or the interests of Northamptonshire County Council in Mill 
Road (Public Footpath UL27), which do not need to be acquired to facilitate 
the Station Island North Scheme. All other interests in the Order land do 
however need to be purchased compulsorily to enable site assembly for the 
Station Island North Scheme to be completed. 

5.13 The purpose for seeking to acquire the land and interests required 
compulsorily is to facilitate the comprehensive development of the Order land 
as part of the Council's proposals for the Stanton Cross Scheme in 
accordance with its outline planning permission and the adopted planning 
policy framework. The Station Island North Scheme  facilitates the provision of 
a new highway and mixed uses including, employment, leisure and retail units 
and other complementary uses together with associated public access and 
public realm, highway and other infrastructure, drainage, associated servicing 
and works. The benefits that will arise are:  

• Significant physical transformation of the Order land and 
surrounding area. 

• A new highway will be constructed on the Order Land together 
with other works associated with the Council's proposals; 

• Significant contribution to economic growth through increased 
employment and expenditure from new housing and commercial 
uses.  
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• The approved 2015 Masterplan for the Stanton Cross scheme 
aims to provide 3,750 dwellings (the permission will be net of 
third party land (not owned by Bovis)) so the total will amount to 
3,650 dwellings);  273 dwellings are estimated for the Station 
Island North Area. 

• The Station Island North scheme and wider proposals for 
Stanton Cross will help to transform the status of Wellingborough 
and act as a catalyst for further investment, economic growth and 
unlock the potential for redevelopment of a number of other sites 
in the area; 

• The Station Island North scheme and wider proposals for 
Stanton Cross will also increase footfall and retail expenditure in 
the town, resulting in significant knock on benefits for existing 
businesses in the area which will in turn attract new business to 
the locality. In addition, the scheme will bring an increase in 
spending locally by new residents and employees; 

• The Station Island North scheme will integrate with an enlarged 
and upgraded public-transport interchange and an enlarged 
railway station, new bus through-routes and a range of other 
transport facilities that offer the potential for seamless 
connections between different modes. This will enable integration 
between bus and station facilities and operations in particular; 

• Significant flood mitigation works to reduce the current flood risk; 

• A significant number of jobs created not just during construction 
and development phases but on completion in the new business 
and retail areas within the development. 

 

5.14 The overarching consideration for the Council when making the Order and for 
the Secretary of State in deciding whether it should confirm the order (as set 
out in paragraphs 12 to 15 of the new circular (CD11) is whether there is a 
compelling case in the public interest which justifies the interference with the 
human rights of those with an interest in the land affected. 

5.15 Paragraph 12 of the new circular (CD11) advises that a CPO should only be 
made where there is a compelling case in the public interest.  An acquiring 
authority should be sure that the purposes for which the CPO is made justify 
interfering with the human rights of those with an interest in the land affected. 
Particular consideration should be given to the provisions of Article 1 of the 
First protocol to the European Convention on Human Rights and, in the case 
of a dwelling, Article 8 of the Convention. 

5.16 The Council considers there is a compelling case in the public interest for the 
making and confirmation of the Order for the reasons outlined in this 
Statement. The need for the comprehensive development of the Order land is 
acknowledged and supported in the adopted national and local planning policy 
framework as set out in section 3 of Mr Rose’s evidence statement (CD39a). 
Delivery of the Station Island North Scheme would fulfil the Council's key 
planning policy objectives for the area and transform Stanton Cross. It would 
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contribute significantly to the improvement of the economic, social and 
environmental well-being of the area as set out in this Statement.   

5.17 The Council is confident that there is more than a reasonable prospect of the 
Station Island North Scheme proceeding, given the commitment to the delivery 
of the scheme demonstrated by Bovis to date, in securing planning consent for 
it, the acquisition of interests by agreement in the Order Land and the steps it 
is taking to deliver that Stanton Cross Infrastructure Scheme which is now 
underway at Stanton Cross.  

5.18 The Council also believes that there are no credible alternatives to compulsory 
purchase to achieve the purposes of the Order. It is highly unlikely that all the 
outstanding interests required could be assembled by agreement within a 
reasonable timescale. In making its assessment of the justification of the 
Order, the Council has taken into account the rights of those who may be 
affected by the Order (as referred to in section 7.14 below).  In addition, the 
Council has had due regard to its public sector equality duty under section 149 
of the Equality Act 2010 (referred to in section 7.15 below). In the Council's 
view, the considerable public benefits to be derived from the implementation of 
the Station Island North Scheme outweigh the harm caused by interference 
with the human rights of those likely to be affected by compulsory purchase 
and there is a clear compelling case, in the public interest, for the making and 
confirmation of the Order. 

5.19 The Council considers it has demonstrated in this Statement that there are 
sufficiently compelling reasons for the powers to be sought at this time to 
enable the Station Island North Scheme and the benefits it will bring to be 
delivered. This meets with the requirements of Paragraph 13 of the new 
circular (CD11).  The Council has more than a clear idea of how it intends to 
use the land which it is proposing to acquire. The land is required to deliver the 
Station Island Scheme in accordance with the outline planning permission 
granted for it (WP/2004/0600/0) and in compliance with national and local 
planning. The proposals for the Order Land will deliver significant economic, 
social and environmental benefits to the area. Further, the necessary 
resources are in place to enable that end within a reasonable timescale. As 
explained within this Statement, the necessary resources are in place now to 
deliver the Station Island North Scheme through Bovis within a reasonable 
timescale. Bovis is also obliged, under the indemnity agreement completed 
between the Council and Bovis, to meet all land acquisition and compensation 
costs (including acquisition and compensation costs arising from the service of 
any blight notice(s)). 

5.20 Paragraph 14 of the New Circular (CD11) advises that in relation to the timing 
of funding, the acquiring authority should provide substantive information as to 
the sources of funding available for both acquiring the land and implementing 
the scheme for which the land is required.  

 

5.21 As explained in this Statement, implementation of the Station Island North 
Scheme will be the responsibility of Bovis.  Bovis has the necessary resources 
and funding, available to deliver the scheme now. Works will commence on 
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site once site assembly and title to all of the necessary interests in the land is 
secured following confirmation of the Order (assuming the Order is confirmed). 
Bovis and the Council have completed an indemnity agreement under which 
Bovis is responsible for meeting all land acquisition and compensation costs, 
including such costs arising from the service of any blight notice(s). 

5.22 The Council is satisfied that the CPO meets with the requirements of 
Paragraph 76 of the New Circular (CD11) as the Station Island North Scheme 
is in accordance with the strategic objectives of the adopted planning policy 
framework for the area, including the CSS (CD13), the Borough of 
Wellingborough Local Plan Alteration (CD15) and the supplementary planning 
guidance (SPG’s) for Stanton Cross (CD16 – CD19).  This is explained further 
within section 3.6 of Mr Rose’ evidence statement (CD39a) 

5.23 These proposals will deliver significant economic, social and environmental 
benefits to the area, particularly in comparison to the existing use of the site 
for the reasons given below.  

6. Land assembly  

6.1 The Council has (since granting consent on 8 March 2008) been working 
closely with Bovis on the details of the development and assisting where 
necessary with land assembly to help the delivery of the development. 
 

6.2 The negotiations of the S106 planning agreement resulted in a comprehensive 
development which provides significant investment in infrastructure, schools, 
amenities and facilities.  
 

6.3 The principle of using CPO powers was established in the case of Stanton 
Cross Route 4.  This CPO, known as the Borough Council of Wellingborough 
(Stanton Cross Infrastructure) CPO 2012, (CD41) was made by the Council on 
16 April 2012 and confirmed by the Secretary of State for Communities and 
Local Government on 30 November 2012.  
 

6.4 Implementation of the Station Island North scheme requires the acquisition of 
property interests. The Council has been in discussions with the outstanding 
key interests in the Order Land, in an attempt to secure the Station Island 
North scheme by agreement, since April 2015 (see section 7 of Mr Andrew 
Cook’s evidence statement - CD38a) 

6.5 Prior to the making of the CPO Bovis tried for several years to secure all 
interests in the Order Land by agreement but was unsuccessful in the case of 
the CPO land 

6.6 The Council therefore made the CPO to facilitate the Station Island North 
scheme.  The Council has sought to notify all those who have an acquirable 
interest within the Order Land. 

6.7 It is clear, however, that if implementation of the Station Island North scheme 
is to be achieved within a realistic timescale and the requisite land secured 
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including land in unknown ownership or reputed to be in unknown ownership, 
compulsory purchase powers must be employed to achieve land assembly of 
all of the land required for it. Paragraph 2 of the new circular advises that it is 
often sensible for the formal CPO process to be initiated in parallel with 
negotiations to acquire the Order Land. 

6.8 The Council is seeking to assemble in its ownership the property interests 
included in the Order to facilitate and enable the development of the Order 
Land for development, redevelopment or improvement purposes and facilitate 
the Station Island North scheme.  

6.9 Although Bovis has been able to secure the interest of Network Rail by 
agreement, negotiations with other parties have been unsuccessful. 
Negotiations are ongoing but it is clear that if implementation of the Station 
Island North Scheme is to be achieved within a realistic timescale and the 
requisite land secured (including land in unknown ownership or reputed to be 
in unknown ownership), compulsory purchase powers must be employed to 
achieve land assembly of all of the land required for it. 

6.10 There is policy support at national, regional, and local level, referring 
specifically to proposals for the development of the area. The Station Island 
North scheme is an integral and important part of the Council's proposals to 
achieve a comprehensive development Stanton Cross Scheme. 

7. Decision to make the CPO, Resolutions and 
Reports. 

 
7.1 On 21 July 2015 the Council resolved to make a CPO in relation to land 

located to the east of the Midland Mainline Railway and to the north of Mill 
Road, to facilitate development on part of the Stanton Cross strategic urban 
extension site (CD8).     

7.2 A CPO called the Borough Council of Wellingborough (Station Island North, 
Stanton Cross) CPO 2015 ("the Order") (CD41) was made by the Council on 
12 October 2015.  The land and interests over land proposed to be 
compulsorily acquired pursuant to the Order ("the Order Land") are described 
in the Schedule to the Order. However, in summary, the Order Land is situated 
to the east of the Midland Mainline Railway and to the north of public highway 
known as Mill Road, Wellingborough, including part of the highway.   

7.3 The policy to justify use of compulsory purchase powers is set out in the  
Borough Council of Wellingborough Local Plan Alteration (2004) (CD15).  This 
states at A3.18 (pg. A9) that "The borough Council may consider the need for 
compulsory acquisition of allocated sites, or associated land, where necessary 
to secure compliance with the planned development programme".  

 
7.4 The policy justification for Stanton Cross had been established through the 
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 Borough of Wellingborough Local Plan and its subsequent alteration adopted 
in 2004 policy U14 – U19 (CD15). The allocation is also confirmed through the 
CSS adopted in 2008 (CD13). 

 
7.5 The need to bring forward the Stanton Cross development had been 

established in previous reports to the Resources Committee and Council citing 
the need to use CPO powers to facilitate route 9 (CD2 – CD8). 
The Stanton Cross infrastructure scheme, as well as facilitating mixed use 
development, provides a principal transport route through the development via 
route 9, linking the development to the rest of the highway network.  

 
7.6 The Services Committee at its meeting on 15 December 2014 made a 

recommendation to the Resources committee (CD 2 & 3) that “if exploration of 
options fails, the Council enter into a deed with Bovis to indemnify the Council 
in respect of all administrative and legal costs of preparing and confirming the 
Order and all costs and liabilities of whatsoever nature arising in the purchase 
and acquisition of the said land and that approval of the terms of such deed be 
delegated to the interim Head of Planning and Local Development in 
consultation with the Chairman of the Services Committee to recommend 
using the Council’s CPO powers”.  
 

7.7 An urgent action was signed by the Leader of the Council on 22 December 
2014 giving in principle approval for the Council to use its CPO powers to help 
facilitate the development of route 9.  This was approved at Resources 
Committee on the 4 February 2015 (CD4). 
 

7.8 On the 24 June 2015, the Resources Committee recommended that                         
“the Borough Council of Wellingborough (Station Island, Stanton Cross) CPO 
2015 be made under section 226(1) (a) of the Town and County Planning Act 
1990 and the Acquisition of Land Act 1981 and other enabling powers” (CD7). 
 

7.9 Mr Flanagan (joint director of Keyarea Enterprises Ltd – the leaseholder of plot 
1 of the CPO area) spoke at Full Council on the 21 July 2015 (CD8) in 
objection to the recommendation of the Resources Committee stating that 
agreement could be reached through negotiations and that a CPO was not 
required.  Members however approved the recommendation of the Resources 
Committee and the Borough Council of Wellingborough (Station Island, 
Stanton Cross) CPO 2015 was made on 12 October 2015 (CD32).  
 

7.10 Mr Andrew Cook of Lambert Smith Hampton was appointed by the Council in 
March 2015 to act as its property agent in negotiations with Mr Flanagan.  
Initial contact was made by Mr Cook in April 2015, who inspected the property 
in the presence of Mr Flanagan.  A further initial meeting with Mr Flanagan, Mr 
John Lougher of Bovis and Mr Nicholas Roberts of Drake Commercial who 
were acting on behalf of Bovis was held in May 2015.  This is in line with the 
recommendations in the new circular guidance (CD11), paragraph 16 that 
acquiring authorities should try to acquire land by agreement wherever 
practicable.  
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7.11 Bearing in mind the time the CPO process can take, authorities are 
encouraged to start formal CPO procedures in parallel with their efforts to 
acquire by agreement. This has the extra advantage of, in the words of the 
new circular guidance (CD11), paragraph 18 " providing full information from 
the outset about what the compulsory purchase process involves, the rights 
and duties of those affected and an indicative timetable of events; information 
should be in a format accessible to all those affected  
 

7.12 Mr Cook was informed at the May 2015 meeting that a third party (SilverBee 
Promotions) had an option on the Keyarea Enterprise lease, which had been 
taken out in September 2014. (SilverBee Promotions is linked to Wellmere 
Limited via Mr Alfred Buller who previously objected to The Borough Council 
of Wellingborough (Stanton Cross Infrastructure) Compulsory Purchase Order 
2012 – (CD41) 
 

7.13 Notices were subsequently served on SilverBee Promotions in order to inform 
them of the CPO.  Mr Alfred Buller of SilverBee Developments submitted an 
objection to which the Council responded (see 6.3).  Discussions are ongoing 
with Mr Buller, who says that he represents SilverBee Promotions in an 
attempt to negotiate an agreement with both parties. 

 

7.14 Human Rights Considerations and any other Considerations 

7.14.1  The European Court of Human Rights has recognised that "regard must be 
had to the fair balance that has to be struck between the competing interests 
of the individual and of the community as a whole".  Both public and private 
interests are to be taken into account in the exercise of the Council's powers 
and duties as a local planning authority.  Any interference with a Convention 
right must be necessary and proportionate. 

7.14.2  The Council is of the view that in pursuing this Order, it has given due regard 
to the advice contained in paragraphs 12 -15 of the new circular (CD11) and 
carefully considered the balance to be struck between individual rights and the 
wider public interest.  Any interference with Convention rights is justified in 
order to secure the promotion or improvement of the economic, social and 
environmental wellbeing of the area that the Station Island North Scheme will 
bring.  Appropriate compensation will be available to those entitled to claim it 
under the relevant provisions of the statutory compensation code. 

7.14.3  The Council considers that there is a compelling case in the public interest for 
confirmation of the Order and that the Order, if confirmed, would strike an 
appropriate balance between public and private interests.   

7.14.4  The rights of owners of interests in the Order Land under the Human Rights 
Act 1998, in particular the right contained in Article 1 of the First Protocol of 
the European Convention on Human Rights have been taken into account by 
the Council when considering whether to make the Order and when 
considering the extent of the interests to be comprised in the Order.  
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7.14.5  In relation to Article 8, no residential properties are affected by the Order. The 
Council has borne in mind Article 6(1) of the Convention in the procedure that 
it has followed. In addition, having regard to the provisions of section 226(1) 
(a) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 and the advice set out in the 
new circular (CD11), the Council considers that the Order Land is both 
suitable for and will facilitate the carrying out of development, redevelopment 
and improvement and will make a positive contribution in the promotion or 
achievement of the economic, social and environmental wellbeing of its area 
for the reasons explained in this statement.  

7.14.6  The Council therefore has a clear idea of how it intends to use the land which 
it is proposing to acquire compulsorily. Further, the necessary resources are in 
place to achieve the Station Island North Scheme within a reasonable 
timescale. Subject to confirmation of the Order (assuming the Order is 
confirmed by the Secretary of State) which will enable site assembly and legal 
title to be secured there are no impediments to the Station Island North 
Scheme. The Council is therefore satisfied that the requirements of the new 
circular (CD11) are met.  

7.15 Equalities Impact Assessment 

7.15.1 In discharging all of its functions, the Council must give regard to both human 
rights considerations and also the public sector equality duty under section 
149 of the Equality Act 2010. In this latter regard, an equalities impact 
assessment was prepared for the purposes of the Stanton Cross Scheme and 
the Council's decision to make the Order (CD26). This assessment assessed 
the potential impacts on protected groups in accordance with the requirements 
of the 2010 Act. The Council's assessment confirmed that on balance positive 
impacts arise from the Stanton Cross Scheme and the making of the Order by 
the Council, due to the benefits the proposals will bring.  These include new 
buildings and new pavements having to meet standards required in the 
interests of disabled people. 
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8.  COUNCIL’S RESPONSE TO OBJECTIONS  
 
8.1 A summary of each of the objections lodged to the Order and of the Council's 

response to each ground of objection made is provided below.  Mr Andrew 
Cook will respond on matters relating to property and negotiations. Mrs Erica 
Buchanan and Mr Mark Rose will respond in relation to matters concerning the 
planning process and masterplanning matters and Mr Ronald Henry will 
respond on matters relating to the Highway. 

8.2 BNP Paribas Real Estate on behalf of Keyarea Enterprises Limited (Plot 
1)  

SUMMARY OF OBJECTION 

Failure to consider alternative proposals 

8.2.1 The Council and its development partner have failed to explore an alternative 
design of the proposed works which would avoid the need to acquire the 
subject property. 

COUNCIL'S RESPONSE 

8.2.2 The Council and its development partner have been involved in formal 
negotiations with the objector since March 2015.  Previously, Bovis made 
contact with the objector to explain the proposals for the land and discuss the 
impact of the Station Island North Scheme, including the need to acquire the 
interest held by the objector. Mr Cook provides details of his negotiations with 
the objectors in paragraph 7 of his statement (CD38a). The freehold estate of 
Network Rail Infrastructure Limited has been secured by Bovis by agreement.  

8.2.3 Purchase of the objector's interest is required to enable site assembly to be 
achieved so that the Station Island North Scheme can be implemented The 
interest held by the objector needs to be secured to facilitate implementation 
of the Station Island North Scheme, including part of route 9 and other 
necessary development.  

8.2.4 There is a compelling case, in the public interest, for the purchase of the 
objector's interest in the order land. Neither the Council nor Bovis consider 
that there is any viable alternative proposal to acquisition of the objector's 
interest to enable the comprehensive proposals for the Order land to be 
delivered. As explained in this SoC (CD34), the Order has been made to 
enable development in connection with the Stanton Cross scheme for which 
outline planning permission has been granted (planning permission 
WP/2004/0600/O) and in accordance with the adopted CSS (CD13), the 
Borough of Wellingborough Local Plan (CD15), the Wellingborough East 
Development Framework (adopted as a supplementary planning guidance in 
2003) (CD16) the Station Island Development Brief (adopted as a 
supplementary planning guidance in 2004) (CD18), Neighbourhood Centre 
Development Brief (also adopted as a supplementary planning guidance in 
2004) (CD17) and the Land east of Eastfield Road Development Brief 
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(adopted as a supplementary planning document in 2006) (CD19), involving 
the provision of a new highway (route 9) and mixed uses including residential, 
employment, leisure and retail units and other complementary uses together 
with associated public access and public realm, highway and other 
infrastructure, drainage, associated servicing and works ("the Station Island 
North Scheme"). The objector's land is a suitable location for the development 
proposed, as identified in successive planning policy documents. There are 
many constraints to finding a suitable location for a sustainable urban 
extension.  

8.2.5 The Council is satisfied that the land to the east of Wellingborough  (including 
the land subject of the Station Island North Scheme) is suitable for use as an 
SUE having regard to its planning policy objectives for the area. The proposals 
for the overall development of Stanton Cross are being taken forward by the 
Council in stages, with the Station Island North Scheme forming stage 2. 
Stage 1, the Stanton Cross Infrastructure Scheme, commenced in August 
2015 having been facilitated by the Council's Stanton Cross Infrastructure 
CPO. Other phases of the Stanton Cross scheme will be taken forward on 
adjacent land over the next 10-15 years. It is the view of both the Council and 
Bovis that there is no genuine alternative proposal that would enable the 
purpose for which the Council is proposing to acquire the land to be achieved. 
The acquisition of the objector's interest is essential for the satisfactory 
delivery of the Station Island North Scheme. The Council is satisfied that the 
Order is in the public interest and will make a positive contribution to the well-
being of Wellingborough. 

Failure to make reasonable efforts to acquire  

8.2.6 The Council and its development partner have not made reasonable efforts to 
acquire the objector's property interest by agreement. 

COUNCIL'S RESPONSE 

8.2.7 Both Bovis and the Council have made efforts to fully engage with the objector 
in negotiations in accordance with the advice set out in the New Circular 
(CD11). (see paragraph 7 of Mr Cooks evidence statement - CD38a) Although 
discussions and negotiations have not led to any agreement, Bovis and the 
Council are satisfied that all reasonable efforts have been made to progress 
negotiations to acquire the objector's interest by agreement. Negotiations will 
continue in parallel with the compulsory purchase process. 

8.2.8 The Council does not consider that the objection made justifies refusing to 
confirm the Order.  

8.3 SilverBee Developments Limited  

SUMMARY OF OBJECTION 

8.3.1 SilverBee Developments Limited has the benefit of an option dated 25 
September 2014 in relation to the leasehold in the property known as Shed 1, 
Mill Road Works. The property is an industrial building next to a railway line. 
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The current use of the building is entirely consistent with the surrounding area 
and is in good condition. The Order has been made pursuant to section 226(1) 
(a) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 for the purpose of facilitating 
the carrying out of development, redevelopment or improvement on or in 
relation to the land within the Order.  

8.3.2 The purpose for which the land is being acquired is for the provision of a new 
highway and mixed uses including residential, employment, leisure and retail 
units and other complementary uses together with associated public access 
and public realm, highway and other infrastructure, drainage, associated 
servicing and works. The purpose of seeking to acquire land compulsory is to 
facilitate the comprehensive development of the Order Land as part of the 
Council's proposals for Stanton Cross. The proposals would, in the opinion of 
the Council, meet its planning policy objectives within a realistic timescale. In 
relation to the above, at no point has the Council or any of its representatives 
sought to engage with the objector in a meaningful way. To the objector's 
knowledge, requisitions on title were not served in respect of the interest to be 
acquired. Had the standard practice been carried out then the Council would 
have been aware of the objector's interest in the land and could have engaged 
with the objector in accordance with the circular guidance. 

COUNCIL'S RESPONSE 
 

8.3.3 The objection appears to be a non-statutory one. The option referred to was 
granted to SilverBee Promotions Ltd and not to SilverBee Developments Ltd, 
the company who has made the objection to the Order. SilverBee 
Developments Ltd did not make the objection as agent for any other person. 

8.3.4 It is not clear at this stage whether the objector has any interest in the Order 
Land, as asserted in the objection. SilverBee Promotions Ltd has had no 
Directors since June 2015.  

8.3.5 The option held by SilverBee Promotions Ltd cannot be assigned to any other 
party. The Council is responding to the objection in case it may have been 
properly made.  

8.3.6 The position is that the Council's requisitions for information about interests in 
the land were sent to all known parties. Information regarding SilverBee' 
Promotion's option over the land was disclosed to the Council by Keyarea 
Enterprises Limited, the lessee of plot 1, although it was believed by the 
Council at that time that the interest arising from the option was held by 
SilverBee Promotions and not SilverBee Developments Ltd. In consequence, 
SilverBee Promotions was included in the Order schedule as a Table 2 
interest in relation to plot 1 and notice given to SilverBee Promotions under 
that name. It is clear that the notice served upon SilverBee Promotions came 
to the attention of SilverBee Developments Ltd, leading to the objection from 
that company. The Council has therefore been aware from the 
commencement of the CPO process that SilverBee Promotions Ltd held a 
non-assignable option over plot 1 of the Order Land. Both the Council and 
Bovis, the developer, are engaging with Mr Buller (who says that he 
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represents both SilverBee Developments Ltd and SilverBee Promotions), in 
accordance with the guidance in the new circular (CD41). 
 
SUMMARY OF OBJECTION 
 

8.3.7 As the acquiring authority is aware the objector held other land at Station 
Island which it sold on to Bovis in the shadow of the scheme. The sale was 
made on the basis that Bovis held all of the sites required to deliver the Station 
Island proposals and that redevelopment would take place in a timely fashion, 
however, it now transpires that the developer did not, in fact, own all of the 
interests required. 

 
COUNCIL'S RESPONSE 

 
8.3.8 Bovis, the developer, had hoped to be able to secure the interests held by 

Keyarea Enterprises Ltd in plot 1 by agreement. Had this been achieved, then 
early land assembly of all of the requisite land would have been possible 
enabling the scheme to be implemented promptly. However, as it proved to be 
impossible to secure the interest held by Keyarea Enterprises Ltd by 
agreement it was necessary for the Council to make a CPO to secure the 
interest of Keyarea Enterprises Ltd and also the option it granted to SilverBee 
Promotions Ltd. 

8.3.9 The option agreement with SilverBee Promotions Ltd, taken out in September 
2014 was not in place when the Council and Bovis had previous dealings with 
Mr Buller of SilverBee Developments.  We believe that the sale of land 
referred to in this instance is the agreement made with Wellmere Limited (of 
which Mr Buller was a principal officer) in connection with the Borough Council 
of Wellingborough (Stanton Cross Infrastructure) Compulsory Purchase Order 
in 2012 (CD41). 

 
 SUMMARY OF OBJECTION 

 
8.3.10 The Councils Statement of Reasons (SoR) points to requiring the Order to be 

confirmed in order to meet its policy objectives within a "reasonable 
timescale". However, planning permission was granted in 2008 for the 
development which includes 3,100 residential units as well as some industrial 
and commercial development and a new neighbourhood centre. In the 
circumstances, the making of the Order for the delivery of the scheme can 
hardly be described as "timely." 

 
COUNCIL'S RESPONSE 

 
8.3.11 Work on the Stanton Cross Infrastructure Scheme commenced in August 

2015.  The Order was made by the Council in October 2015 to reflect Bovis's 
intended programme for construction of the Station Island North Scheme. The 
Station Island North Scheme will be implemented by Bovis as soon as 
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possible following confirmation of the Order (assuming the Order is confirmed 
by the Secretary of State). 

SUMMARY OF OBJECTION  
 
8.3.12 The SoR (CD33) goes on to say at paragraph 4.2 "The Station Island North 

Scheme (as described at section 6) forming part of the Council's proposals for 
Stanton Cross, has been identified by the Council as the best means by which 
to meet the Council's adopted planning objectives for the area". The objector 
objects to this paragraph as giving any sort of justification for the Order, given 
that the Council has at no point taken any reasonable alternative into account 
in formulating its proposals. This is borne out by the lack of engagement on 
the part of the Council. Furthermore, at no stage has any alternative been 
considered. 

COUNCIL'S RESPONSE 
 

8.3.13 As identified in the evidence of Mr Ronald Henry there is a compelling case, in 
the public interest, for the purchase of SilverBee Promotions Ltd.’s interest in 
the Order Land. Neither the Council nor Bovis consider that there is any viable 
alternative proposal to acquisition of the interest to enable the comprehensive 
proposals for the Order Land to be delivered.  

8.3.14 As explained in the Councils Statement of Case (SoC) (CD34), the Order has 
been made to enable development in connection with the Stanton Cross 
Scheme for which outline planning permission has been granted (planning 
permission WP/2004/0600/O – CD24) and in accordance with the adopted 
CSS (CD13), the Borough of Wellingborough Local Plan (CD15), the 
Wellingborough East Development Framework (adopted as a supplementary 
planning guidance in 2003)(CD16), the Station Island Development Brief 
(adopted as a supplementary planning guidance in 2004)(CD18), 
Neighbourhood Centre Development Brief (also adopted as a supplementary 
planning guidance in 2004) (CD17) and the Land east of Eastfield Road 
Development Brief (adopted as a supplementary planning document in 2006 – 
CD19), involving the provision of a new highway (route 9) and mixed uses 
including residential, employment, leisure and retail units and other 
complementary uses together with associated public access and public realm, 
highway and other infrastructure, drainage, associated servicing and works 
("the Station Island North Scheme").  

8.3.15 The land is a suitable location for the development proposed, having been 
identified in successive planning policy documents as being suitable for the 
purposes proposed. There are many constraints to finding a suitable location 
for an SUE. The Council is satisfied that the land to the east of 
Wellingborough town centre (including the land subject of the Station island 
North Scheme) is suitable for use as a SUE having regard to its planning 
policy objectives for the area. The proposals for the overall development of 
Stanton Cross are being taken forward by the Council in stages, with the 
Station Island North Scheme forming stage 2. Stage 1, the Stanton Cross 
Infrastructure Scheme, commenced in August 2015, having been facilitated by 
the Council's Stanton Cross Infrastructure CPO which was made by the 
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Council on 16 April 2012 (CD41) and confirmed by the Secretary of State on 
30 November 2012. Other phases of the Stanton Cross scheme will be taken 
forward on adjacent land over the next 10 – 15 years. It is the view of both the 
Council and Bovis that there is no genuine alternative proposal that would 
enable the purpose for which the Council is proposing to acquire the land to 
be achieved. The acquisition of SilverBee Promotions Ltd.’s interest is 
essential for the delivery of the Station Island North Scheme. The Council is 
satisfied that the Order is in the public interest and will make a positive 
contribution to the well-being of Wellingborough. 

SUMMARY OF OBJECTION 
 

8.3.16 In addition, insufficient information has been given regarding the ability for the 
scheme to be fully funded on behalf of the Council. The objector notes that 
paragraph 4.4 reads as follows "The Council is promoting the Order in 
partnership with Bovis, with whom the Council has concluded an indemnity 
agreement in relation to the costs of promoting the Order. Stanton Cross is a 
major development scheme which the Council is taking forward in partnership 
with Bovis, The implementation of the Stanton Cross Scheme, including both 
the Stanton Cross Infrastructure Scheme and the Station Island North 
Scheme, is the responsibility of Bovis as developer".  The statement only 
points to the developer covering the costs of promotion of the Order. At no 
point in the SoR (CD33) is there any information regarding how compensation 
costs are to be dealt with. It is essential that any compensation properly 
payable can be discharged in full by the acquiring authority and at present the 
Council's supporting evidence does not contain sufficient detail in relation to 
this point. Furthermore, there is nothing within the SoR (CD33) giving any form 
of assurance that the Station Island North Scheme will actually be built out in a 
timely fashion. All that the SoR (CD33) commits to is that any redevelopment 
is the responsibility of Bovis as developer. In order for the compulsory 
purchase process to stand, it is absolutely essential that Bovis as the 
developer is on the hook with the Council and is committed to delivering the 
redevelopment proposal within a set timeframe. At present, there appears to 
be nothing to stop the land being assembled and Bovis selling it on for profit 
as an entire development plot. In the circumstances this can in no way be said 
to represent a compelling case in the public interest, it would just be facilitating 
the growth in profit of an already large organisation. 

COUNCIL'S RESPONSE 
 

8.3.17 Under the indemnity agreement between the Council and Bovis, Bovis as 
developer is responsible for meeting all costs arising from the making of the 
Order, including all land and compensation costs. Bovis is also responsible for 
implementation of the Station Island North Scheme. It is committed to 
ensuring that the scheme is delivered as soon as possible following the 
confirmation of the Order (assuming the Order is confirmed by the Secretary 
of State) and the achievement of site assembly to enable the scheme to 
proceed. Work will commence on site immediately following confirmation of 
the Order (assuming the Order is confirmed by the Secretary of State) and the 
completion of site assembly. 
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 Over £40 million of government funding has been committed to this project 
demonstrating that government agencies as well as the local authority are 
satisfied that Bovis are committed to delivering the scheme in Wellingborough. 
(CD47) 

 
SUMMARY OF OBJECTION 

 
8.3.18 The SoR (CD33) goes on, at paragraph 9.2, to state that "The viability of the 

Stanton Cross Scheme, including the Station Island North Scheme, is not in 
doubt. Funding to facilitate the implementation of the Station Island North 
Scheme is to be provided by the developer, Bovis". With respect, at no point 
does the SoR (CD33) give any form of assurance in terms of funding available 
or how this has been secured. The only assurance within the SoR (CD33) is 
given at paragraph 4.4 which refers to an indemnity agreement covering the 
costs of promotion of the Order. This does not cover the costs of compulsory 
acquisition of any of the interests. Nowhere does the SoR (CD33) deal with 
how the implementation of the scheme has been secured. 

COUNCIL'S RESPONSE 
 
8.3.19 As mentioned at paragraph 8.3.17 above, the indemnity agreement between 

the Council and Bovis provides that Bovis as the developer is responsible for 
meeting all promotion costs including land and compensation costs arising 
from the Order. The Council is satisfied that Bovis has the resources available 
to implement the Station Island North Scheme. Bovis will commence works on 
site immediately following the confirmation of the Order (assuming it is 
confirmed by the Secretary of State) and the completion of site assembly.  

As mentioned above, over £40 million of government funding has been 
committed to this project demonstrating that government agencies as well as 
the local authority are satisfied that Bovis are committed to delivering the 
scheme in Wellingborough. 

 
SUMMARY OF OBJECTION 

 
8.3.20 Any acquisition of the objector's interest in the land at this stage would be an 

interference with human rights 

COUNCIL'S RESPONSE 
 

8.3.21 As explained in section 7.14 of this Statement, the Council is of the view that 
in pursuing the Order it has carefully considered the balance to be struck 
between individual rights and the wider public interest. Any interference with 
convention rights is justified in order to secure the promotion of improvement 
of the economic, social and environmental wellbeing of the area that the 
Station Island North Scheme will bring. Appropriate compensation will be paid 
to those entitled to claim it under the relevant provisions of the statutory 
compensation code. The Council considers that there is a compelling case in 
the public interest for confirmation of the Order and that the Order, if 
confirmed, would strike an appropriate balance between public and private 
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interests. Further, the rights of owners of interests in the Order Land have 
been taken into account by the Council when considering whether to make the 
Order. In addition, having regard to the provisions of the 1990 Act and the 
advice contained in the new circular, the Council considers that the Order 
Land is both suitable for and will facilitate the carrying out of development, 
redevelopment and improvement and will make a positive contribution to the 
promotion or achievement of the economic, social and environmental 
wellbeing of its area for the reasons explained in this statement.  
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9. CONCLUSION 
 
9.1 Wellingborough East (WEAST) of which Stanton Cross is a part of a 361-

hectare SUE located to the east of the Midland Mainline railway in 
Wellingborough. The development will improve the economic structure of the 
town, which will expand by around 30% of its total developed area. This 
sustainable urban extension will deliver 3,750 homes and 110 hectares of 
employment land, (making a major contribution to the borough’s five year 
housing supply and creating approximately 7000 new jobs), as well as a major 
road network, open space, education, community and leisure facilities, new 
railway station and significant investment in the town centre. 

 
9.2 The SUE proposals were developed following a Public Inquiry from January 

1996 to May 1996. During the Inquiry, the Inspector redirected plans for 
housing development for largely greenfield land and proposed that it be added 
to an employment site designated on land to the east of Wellingborough. In 
conjunction with these proposals a major residential development would 
create a significant urban extension for the town, increasing its size by more 
than a quarter. 

 
9.3 Stanton Cross has been extensively consulted upon, has received the backing 

of the community of Wellingborough for more than a decade, appears in all the 
statutory plans and remains the Council’s top priority. 
 

 
9.4 The Stanton Cross Scheme is demonstrably and strongly in the public interest 

and vital for the regeneration of Wellingborough and North Northamptonshire. 
It will clearly make a significant contribution to economic regeneration as the 
scheme represents £500million of investment, will create nearly 546 (see 4.4.2 
of Mr Rose’s statement CD 39a) construction jobs per year over the 
anticipated construction period, over 7000 additional permanent jobs (see 4.3 
of Mr Rose’s statement CD39a) and provide essential housing, transport 
infrastructure and schools. 
 

9.5 Any interference with human rights is proportionate and justified having regard 
to the availability of appropriate compensation 

 

9.6 As explained in my evidence, and the evidence of other witnesses, there is a 
compelling case for confirmation of the CPO 

 

9.7  For these reasons it is my firm opinion that the CPO should be confirmed. 
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10. Statement of Truth 
 
10.1 I confirm that insofar as the facts stated in my evidence are within my own 

knowledge I have made clear which they are and I believe them to be true and 
that the opinions I have expressed represent my true and complete 
professional opinion. 

 
 
 
 
 
Signed: …………………………………………….. 
  J. Thomas  BSc Hons, Dip TP, DMS 
  Borough Council of Wellingborough 
 
Dated:  12 April 2016
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11. Glossary of Terms 
2006 
Wellingborough 
East Masterplan 
Report 

Masterplan report approved under planning permission WP/2004/0600/O 
that provides a detailed explanation of the Stanton Cross development 
proposals. 

2008 Masterplan Masterplan approved under planning permission WP/2004/0600/O 
(drawing ref: 163307 L SE0 600Y) 

2015 Masterplan 
Update Report 

Masterplan Report approved under planning permissions 
WP/15/00481/OUT and WP/15/00605/VAR that provides a detailed 
explanation of the proposals contained in the 2015 Masterplan. 

2015 Masterplan Masterplan approved under planning permission WP/15/00605/VAR 
(drawing ref 026_001 G) 

Bovis Bovis Homes Limited 

CD Core Document 

CSS  North Northamptonshire Core Spatial Strategy (2008) 

Council  Borough Council of Wellingborough  

CPO Compulsory Purchase Order  

DCLG Department for Communities and Local Government 

DPD Development Planning Document 

EIA Environmental Impact Assessment 

ERR Eastern Relief Road (including Routes 2 & 7) 

ES Environmental Statement 

JCS Joint Core Strategy (2015) 

NCC Northamptonshire County Council  

New Circular 

 

Guidance on compulsory purchase process and the Crichel Down Rules 
for the disposal of surplus land acquired by, or under the threat of, 
compulsion 

NNJPU North Northamptonshire Joint Planning Unit 

NNJDU North Northamptonshire Joint Delivery Unit 

NPPF National Planning Policy Framework  

NPPG National Planning Practice Guidance 

Order Land  The land and interests over land to be compulsorily acquired to facilitate 
the Station Island North Scheme pursuant to the CPO, except those 
interests specifically excepted 

Outline Planning 
Permission  
 

2008 Outline Planning permission WP/2004/0600/0 

PBW Plan of the Borough Council of Wellingborough 

Route 2 Southern access road into Stanton Cross 

Route 4 Western access road into Stanton Cross via the Midland Road extension 

Route 6 Northern access road into Stanton Cross 

Route 7 Eastern access road into Stanton Cross 

Route 9 Station Island North access road 

SA Sustainability Appraisal 
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Secretary of State  Secretary of State for Communities and Local Government  

SoC Statement of Case  

SoR 

SDA 

Statement of Reasons  

Strategic Development Area 

SPD Supplementary Planning Document  

SPG Supplementary Planning Guidance 

Stanton Cross 
Infrastructure 
Scheme 

The scheme for the provision of part of a new link road and other highway 
infrastructure to provide access to a new Railway Station building, 
enhanced car parking, public transport interchange and associated public 
access and public realm together with access to the Station Cross Urban 
Extension and a mixed use  scheme including employment, residential, 
leisure, live/work, office and associated drainage, river diversion and 
associated works  

Stanton Cross 
Scheme 

The major mixed use scheme planned for the east of Wellingborough 

Station Island 
North Scheme 

The Scheme for the provision of a new highway and mixed uses including 
residential and B1 employment with associated infrastructure. 

SUE Sustainable Urban Extension  

TCPA The Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) 

UDP 

Wellingborough 
East (WEAST) 

Unitary Development Plan  

The original name for Stanton Cross 
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12. Index of Core Documents 

Core 
Document 
Number 

Title of Core Document 

1.  Location and Context Plan 

2.  Report of Head of Planning and Local Development to Services Committee dated 15 
December 2014 

3.  Minutes of Services Committee dated 15 December 2014 

4.  Urgent Action Report of Head of Planning and Local Development to Resources 
Committee dated 4 February 2015 

5.  Minutes of Resources Committee dated 4 February 2015 

6.  Minutes of Full Council meeting dated 24 February 2015 

7.  Minutes of Resources Committee dated 24 June 2015 

8.  Minutes of Full Council meeting dated 21 July 2015 

9.  Exercise of Delegated Authority by Julie Thomas, Head of Planning and Local 
Development dated 4 August 2015 

10.  ODPM Circular 06/2004 

11.  Guidance on Compulsory purchase process and The Crichel Down Rules for the 
disposal of surplus land acquired by, or under the treat of, compulsion. 

12.  National Planning Policy Framework 

13.  North Northamptonshire Core Spatial Strategy (adopted June 2008) 

14.  Urban Extensions Study October 2005 

15.  Borough of Wellingborough Local Plan Alteration (adopted March 2004) 

16.  Supplementary Planning Guidance – Wellingborough East : Development 
Framework (adopted November 2003) 

17.  Supplementary Planning Guidance – Wellingborough East : Neighbourhood Centre 
(adopted June 2004) 

18.  Supplementary Planning Guidance – Wellingborough East : Station Island (adopted 
June 2004) 

19.  Wellingborough East : Land East of Eastfield Road (adopted February 2006) 

20.  2008 Masterplan – Masterplan approved under planning permission 
WP/2004/0600/O (drawing ref: 163307 L SE0 600Y) 

21.  North Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy 2011-2031 – Pre-Submission Plan, 
January 2015 

22.  North Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy 2011-2031 : Addendum to Focused 
Changes to the Pre-Submission Plan agreed by the  North Northamptonshire Joint 
Committee 4 June 2015 
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23.  The Plan for the Borough of Wellingborough – Issues and Options, January 2015 

24.  Planning Permission WP/2004/0600/O (outline) 

25.  Decision Notice (Reserved Matters) WP/2012/0381/RMM – Route 9 (Station Island 
North) 

26.  Equalities Impact Assessment 

27.  Decision Notice (Reserved Matters) WP/15/00578/REM – Area 14 Stanton Cross 

28.  Decision Notice WP/2010/0347 – Area 16 Stanton Cross 

29.  2015 Stanton Cross Masterplan approved under planning permission: WP/15/00605 
VAR (drawing ref: 026_001 G) 

30.  WP/15/00481/OUT – Planning Committee Report 22 December 2015 – an additional 
550 dwellings on the Stanton cross Site 

31.  WP/15/00605/VAR – Planning Committee Report 22 December 2015 – Section 73 
Application 

32.  Borough Council of Wellingborough (Station Island North, Stanton Cross) 
Compulsory Purchase Order and map 2015 

33.  Statement of Reasons for the Borough Council of Wellingborough (Station Island 
North, Stanton Cross) Compulsory Purchase Order 2015 

34.  Statement of Case for the Borough Council of Wellingborough (Station Island North, 
Stanton Cross) Compulsory Purchase Order 2015 

35.  Stanton Cross Route 9 Options Report  

36.  Statement of Evidence and Summary of Julie Thomas on behalf of the Borough 
Council of Wellingborough (Over-view) 

37.  Statement of Evidence and Summary of Erica Buchanan on behalf of the Borough 
Council of Wellingborough (Planning) 

38.  Statement of evidence and Summary of Andrew Cook on behalf of the Borough 
Council of Wellingborough (Land and Negotiations) 

39.  Statement of Evidence and Summary of Mark Rose on behalf of the Borough  
Council of Wellingborough (Master-planning) 

40.  Statement of Evidence and Summary of Ron Henry on behalf of the Borough Council 
of Wellingborough (Highways) 

41.  Borough Council of Wellingborough (Stanton Cross Infrastructure) Compulsory 
Purchase Order and map 2012 

42.  Stanton Cross Access Routes 

43.  2006 Wellingborough East Masterplan Report – Masterplan Report approved under 
planning permission WP/2004/0600/O that provides a detailed explanation of the 
Stanton Cross development proposals. 

44.  2015 Masterplan Update Report – Masterplan report approved under planning 
permissions WP/15/004818/OUT and WP/15/00605/VAR  

45.  North Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy 2011 – 2031 Proposed Modifications 

46.  Route 9 approved plan WP/2012/0381/RMM 

47.  Letter of Support – Bovis Homes 
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48.  Decision Notice WP/2012/0116/RMM – Station Island South and Transport 
Interchange 

49.  Decision Notice WP/2012/0172/RMM – Route 4 

50.  Laying the Foundations:  A Housing Strategy for England (2011) 

51.  The Economic Footprint of UK  House Building (March 2015) 

52.  Broken Market Broken Dreams: Home Truths 2014/15 

53.  Technical Housing Standards – Nationally Described Space Standard (2015) 

54.  Unfreezing the Housing Market (2011) 

55.  Technical Note for Partner Local Authorities on Translation of Job Numbers into 
Employment Land Requirements (2008) 

56.  Design Manual for Roads and Bridges TD 19/06 – Requirement for Road Restraint 
Systems 

57.  Flood Risk and Coastal Change – Planning Practice Guidance 

58.  Northamptonshire County Council Design Guide for Commercial Estate Roads 

59.  Road Safety Audit Stage 1 – Route 9, Stanton Cross, Wellingborough 

60.  Land Control of Stanton Cross Scheme 

61.  Site Photographs 

62.  Borough Council of Wellingborough Affordable Housing Supplementary Planning 
Guidance 2004 

63.  Road Safety Audit Response  

64.  Plan of the Borough Council of Wellingborough Local Plan – Part 2 Consultation 
Document 

65.  Station Island North Development Area  

  

 

 


